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"The Date," a story in Pete Fromm's new book, *The Tall Uncut*, is one of the best stories I've read in a long time. It is not a surprising story. Fromm does not radically reinvent the American short story. He will not change the course of contemporary literature. He doesn't even try. Fromm's style is admirably old-fashioned. He avoids shock effects. He develops character through small and surprising detail, writing with a sincere generosity of spirit about people who may be inarticulate, but are not dumb. These characters may have limited vocabularies, but not limited emotions. Fromm doesn't set limits for emotions or perceptions. This may not seem surprising or innovative, but it feels refreshing. It's always nice to see an author treating his characters with respect.

In "The Date," Fromm creates Jonathan and Marjorie, and lets the reader follow them on the title event. Fromm develops the pair with patience, with grace. When Fromm uses a worn-out device, Jonathan describing himself in the mirror, he revives the device by taking it one step above the cliché. When Jonathan looks at himself, he offers a bit of self-analysis along with the physical detail:

He brushed at the thin, black strands that would not cover his forehead—enough forehead, he thought, to land a 747 on. [He] pulled some of his hair down over his forehead but that looked even more ridiculous. He had never tricked himself into believing he was handsome.

The passage works because Fromm allows physical detail to reveal Jonathan's awkward self-consciousness. The mirror device may be tired, but the moment is small, simple and real.

It is this skill, the ability to make the traditional fresh, that makes Fromm an interesting writer. Fromm uses two structural formulas in his stories. The first type has two main characters, a limited space,
and a source of unexplained tension that is revealed in the last page of the story. The second features a single character, consciously isolating him- or herself, thinking about the reasons for this isolation. Fromm’s strength is in an almost perfect accumulation of detail, sometimes physical (like the description of a shot turkey in “Spring”), sometimes emotional (a grandson realizing the reasons behind his grandmother’s lies in “The Tall Uncut”), sometimes both (a husband’s sense of wonder at his wife in the shower, facing the water instead of turning her back to it in “Breathing on the Third Stroke”). Fromm finds the heart of his stories in the details, not in plot.

When this style works, when Fromm hits the details dead right, the stories transcend their formula constructions. The stakes on this type of story are set almost impossibly high. A single misstep, a single missed detail, and an entire story collapses. The collection’s opener, “Mighty Mouse and Blue Cheese from the Moon,” works for eighteen of its twenty pages. The story is built around formula one, the tense situation followed by the revelation. Fromm’s misstep is using a predictable detail as an ending. He deflates an entire story in under two pages. Fromm should realize that sometimes it’s better to leave some questions unanswered than to answer them in the wrong way.

If Fromm falters occasionally, it can be forgiven. It seems selfish to ask him to make his stories more ambiguous. Fromm’s intentions are consistently noble. He wants to give every detail. His generosity compels him to try answering every possible question. The effect may not work all the time, but the spirit is true. Fromm’s best stories leave the reader with the feeling of having seen or felt something real. At worst, the feeling is only of wanting a little more, or wishing a little less had been offered.
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